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I. Introduction

D
--be :5T year Coma ner Nyquist, with the concurrence of the Board

of Regents, initiated a study on The Education of Adults in New York

in the Last Quarter of the Twentieth Centdiy." The Study began July 1, 1974.

The Commissioner initired the study because of his awareness that

the educational needs osdults are going to call for increasing sttentIonj

. in the years ahead. For one thing there are going to be more adults in

our society than every before; they are going to beta large propol4ion

of the-rab-i-poTtaatios; and they are going to live longer than any

past generation. In addition, because of declining. birth rates,

eEktelmacm47-4nStitl!tions at all levels are inking a ne7.: loci,. at th

,potential of adults s new clientele for education. $UNY now has

for Lifelong Learning and CUVY has done a survey regarding

4 ' -
its role in the education of adults.

.9
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art from demographic considerations, the education of adults

pails for attention because the conditions in our society in the ,next

quarter century are going to make demands on people that will tax to

the fullest their.spiritual, intellectual and emotional resources.

The challenges are by now familiar: developing.valueS-to sustain

the nation in its next century; coping with the political, economic

and social consequences of the energy crisis; responding to techno-

logical changes that will, among other things,, require many persons

to change jobs and careers seyeral times. These are but some of

the challenges adults will face - chalgengesi that no amount of

education during youth can adequately prepare fny of us to fate.
-

How can adult education help meet these challenges? Whacust

our educational-institutions dd? What changes in ate programs and

policies might be required? These are the quest ions the Commissioner

wanted to have studied.

Because of the importance and po ential impact of such a study,

1

the Commissioner might have prop d the cration of a Study Commission

and given it two years in which to report.with a large staff and
ti

He decided instead to align the study as the sole responsibility.of a

single longztime Department staff member with a staff consisting of a

budge

single assistant arid a secrataryl-with-a modest budget; -amid with an

initial charge to work for a year to draw together existant studies

andwiadom, and to-assess and, prescribe the essential next steps.

This report summarizes what has been done in the nine months sir

the study began. 4
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e the start..of tho_atudy wo havo mot nth -grams and _individuals -

several hundred in ally'- in the State and, outside, who are involved in

some aspect of adult education. We have read innumerable books-, reports,

articles and papers, beginning With'the Report bn Adult Education done

as part of a Regents' inquiry into the "Charectdtand Cost of Public

Education in the State,of New York". That report was done in 1938 and

it anticipated much that is now being dicussed.

The past concern with the education of adults developed in a .eriod

when educat ,jon was considered to be primarily an activity ap opriate

for the young. In this context adult education was tho :ht 61-/%1

as making up for sotething missed-whife--;:-ung or a "extension" or

"continuing" of education beguni in youth. helps exp in why

the education oeadults was undertaken institutio- -whose primary

mission was the education of youth and it expl ns also why in these

institutions adult education d a relativ -low priority. As a

further reflection of th- view that ult educ tion was nat_a_ma-t-te2r-

of high importance ittle publ money was provided for It education,

with the exce on of mod : -t funding of programsipAmericanizat on,

basic ed ation, high chool equivalency, and mat-iptraining.

f these limitations, adult education flourished inYet in spi

---Zany place array of offerings was made available in an

evide response to the needs of adults. Dedicated prOfessionaladult

ucators put together exciting programs,. often in the face of in-

difference from the administrations of_the organizationsin which

they worked.

2
4
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IS that today in New York w

service -for adults-. The tr tional "provide

0

ave an extensive

ool districts; Boards of Coope -tive Educational ervices; two

and four-year colleges; uni rsities; trade; echnical, business and://

correspondence schoolz- have all been expanding their offerings to

adults. The mas media, particularly television, are, one of the

most potent educating forces in our societyl--frofessional socie.ies

-
in' uch areas as law, medicine, accounting and engineering provide

for or encourage the continuing professional education of their

members - indeed, some are pressing to make this a mandato require-
,

ment for relicensing. Many employers, including go v went agencies

and the military, provide or pay for the educa n of employees.

Trade associations such as the American Ban&ing Institute have large-
--

scale progress. It may'be, that mo education is conducted by

business and industry than by of the other educating agencies

_ .

combined. Labor unions ve negotiated employee education benefits.

The Cooperative Ex sion Service, with its network of field agents

provides an y of services to adults. Community organizat ns such

as churc Kiwanis, and the League of Women Voter are additional

sources. And, of course, the Education Department Adult Basic Education,

Proficiency Examination, External Degree and rary Independent Learner

Programs are significant examples of its esponsiveness.

The result is that there see 'to be hardly a subject that someone

is. not studying -from aeupunc e to zoology- or a setting which is

not being used as a learning enviroiment - from living room to commuter

/train - from classes'afferad before the work day begins to.extended
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ods of on-campus study. eople study to gain basic skilts,

-------
to prepare for jobs,tr toget_better jobs, and to earn credent als;

they study r the sheer pleasure pfvlearning and for such practical

purpo es as learning to repaiYtheir own cars or TV sets Some

peopy seem to spend 1...",c,.part moment ilstudy, others spend only

a few hours a y in an organized learning activity; but there are

--appPrentl very few people who do not spend some time each year in

pla ed learning activities -,either self-airected or in courses.
... /,

----

Regional Projects funded by the Department with Higher Education

Act Title I funds have'geen collecting valuable information on who

is providing what to whom. They are also surveying both participants

andnon-participants to determine their needs and interests.

These and other surveys demonstrate that, ip spite of the extensive

number of programs available to adults, there are large numbers of

adults who are not very well reached by the present adult education

efforts - generally these are less educated, lower income, older,

often unemployed, and disproportionately from minority groups. A recent

report of the National Advisory Council on Adult Education, A Target

Population in Adult, Education, is only the most recent effort to make

0 fofceful case for the relationship between low levels of school

attainment and such other factors as high unemployment rates, low

lifetimeearnings, and lower occupational levels.

According to the 1970 census of the New York State population

twenty-five years and older, 47 percent or nearly five million persons

had less than high school completion. Of these, nearly 250,000 had
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no schooling. While many-cf these people are o

seCondary s1/4.inglhoirling rates, apprekimAtely two million people

will reach 25 ye-etre of age in the xt 25 years without having..J
completed high school. 4 to this will be whatever migrants come

1/

into the State wit ess than high school completkon. . ,

-----

Nothin at,we have seen to date suggests'that there will be

sign cant reductions in the numbers of individuals wi less

than adequate levels of schooling without consid4rably greater-

efforts than those now nder way. Yetj-the next 25 years low

levels of education i attainment Ifni be an even greater personal,

economic and social disa ility than in the past.

As a further inSication of need, a 1972 survey by the Commisslon

on Non-Traditional Studies indicated that national,lithree-fourtl.&

of the population ages 18-60 would like to be learners and about 30%

actually are,--If-these percentages hold fg bwYork:Stat-b, there

are 6.75 million would-be adult learners and 2.7 million actual

participants. Among the major reasons given for nan- participation

are cost, time, unwillingnOt to go full-timeby would-be learners

to school, home and

and counseling.

job yesponsibilities, and iaek of information

This concern for noNpariticipancs in adult education is. one

bf the reasons for the current examination of public policy in thiS

area.

1
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Thera is also a second reason for the considerable welling up

of interest in tfieedggatiorrof-AliTfgin the last few years. lardly

week now gos by without a new book or study coming to us, usually

with the word "lifelo "--411-0115--fltle. Jilts current' interest builds'
_

-;"-Upon a longtr.adition of adult ed t is looking at

ccullt--e-ducatioromsome'tffilgspgclAAFtm,paYfiips best typified by

the_anbetttatibiiof "lifelong" for "adult" as the adjective.

This perspective grows-tint of the recognition that adults have

learning needs that are not the same as those of the Young and
4

that people learn throughout their lives, from the first moments

life until death. While mach, perhaps most, learning takes place

without formal instruction, learning at every age, just from

6 to 22, can be facilitated by the provision learning opportunities,

including appropriate instruction. this recognition

is a growing body of research = adul eveloOment that suggests

that adults do more th= justg ow older they go through distinct

developmental = =ges, ea of which has an influence on learning

needs d'C'apab ties.

What this P ans%in concrete terms is that,, just as you don't

teach teen- gers the saMe things in the same way as you do elementary

school c ildren, so you don't teach the middle aged the same things

in the sa e way as you do college' age 'youth. Providing for the

fear i needs of adults, then, is an activity' with its own require.:

me s and with an importance in its own right. It is not done best

by persons or institutions whose primary concern'and experience is

with the education of the young.



Thus, while we have adu participating in educational

tivities$--they -do S-6 la y -in --i-n=tut-isci-r, rhosop-r-i-mary -co

are not with adu What now appears to be emerging in feaponse

--
-, to a,gro ng need-are educational institutions and programs that are

..:

r a tits or in which the edUoation of adults is at leaston a par
,,...7.,

--7,-------------witt nauissi-n of the institution,
,.

This development rests on the conviction that continued"

access to learning opportunities- fig wing to be essential for mast
''...\,,,,,

adults to help them .adjust t6 changing wOilk.,pequiregnts, to cope

with a rapidly changing world, or to enrich their'llved both during

working years and during the long years after retirement. IC:,

equality of opportunity arises here and this rcakes adult educatipn-

a matter of public policy concern, if'nothing else does.

We were led, therefore, to ask about the barriers to part' ation

in educatiOn of adults who want and need education; or,.to

-positively, what public policies and programs might serve to increase
2

the participation of adults in learning activities most appropriate

to their individual needs?

We,began'the examination of theie questions in our Into sort

Issued last December. There we identified five issues Abe addressed:

1)' Financing, 2) Information, 3) Counseling, /),A ult learning Goals

and 5) The Role of the Medial particula Television:

It should come as no surp; e that the first matter that should,

be raised was fininci Early in the Study we began to notice that

ihere was an p roach to financing adult learning that was scorning



to be known as "entitlement". I hives giving to all eligible

"entitle nt" to a e in amount of education either

,/' in terms.of time Or doll rs to b t t times of an individual's
\

own choosing from any of broad Tag

every adult has an entitleent and \rtay

\ \

educational activity, and if unused nti

to the individual throughou his life;, th

for financing lifelong educa on.

ligibl9eprovid4s. If

r any approVed

remains avai ble

;omen a basiS\

Such an approach fin naing-duca

is already famillar'to all/Of.us in the

Congress has been movi m.re toward a student

financing higher ucation. teat month PrOide

Michigan St University gave a major addre,

conf ence of the American Association for Hi her

ing an entitlement for postsecondary educPtion A

ship 'of thataameOrganization showed that,49 p

of channeling nancial aid directly to dtUdenfA 7 an

persons two-thirdi,of whoMTIZZ-administrators a4*the

of higher- institutions:.,,

Because of the interest in'the entitlement copocpt,

Nyquist encouraged us to explore, the idea in depth' This we hav

none with people both in New York State and outsde\ parti ularly
\

in Washington,' The results_are reflected in severe/ papers one

\

,

4_,,,,

which is at this moment the subject of study by a cTmittee onvened
1

... .

.,
\

by the U.S. Office of Eduction to advise it,on future polio for
1 - k

lifelong The latest paper was done in conjunctionyith
_---,.
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a policy analysis of the entitlement concept being conducted by

the National institute of Education.

One of the major questions raised in connection with the entitle-/

meat, ny proposal for public financing of adult education;is

why there should be any such financift . Aranqt most adults able

to pay for the education they want

to do so?

shouldn't theybe expected

I,.

We have atteMpted to answer is question y providing a rationale

for. public support%of the education of adults/ in another paper in

which we also describe various 'ways tb provide such support, including

the entitlement.

The basic elements of the rationale are arguments based on equity

\and pn what we have come to 1 an "age-neutral" educatlon policy.

Eresent educational financing is Oriented toward the young. . If

there is a case for the importance of education at all ages, as we

have briefly tried to suggest here, then there is a case for leaving

to the individual the decision as to when he or she will takeony

public subsidy for education.

During our explopations we became aware that many adults who

now participate in education have all or part.of their expenses

paid by their employers. Although many companies provide tuition
4

assistance as aft-employee benefit and some unions have won such

gene its through negotiations, we also found that the utilization

rates6f the benefits is very low - nationally around four percent:.

f.
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The benefits available-to UAW members alone are estimated to be

worth potentialli$200,009,000 a year but only some $2,000,000 is
,

being used.

We are exprioring the reasons for this situatioq and expect
/ "-

that we steal filid an Opportunity here for a Stet

capitalize on this rich vein of private resottrces.

City Univers'itie", for eximo 7-2-ve already worked

with the New York Tel phOnd Compony.
,

There sho

s4mulate other similar arrangements.

effort to I/
Roth State and

out-an; arr ngem

be ways to

Ifowev?r, we can expect that* as the utilization rates of company

programs go up,..thepressures will increase for spreading he support

through some form of public funding.

After financing, we found concern with two closely related

matters, information and ounseling. Even"Where there is a rich

array of offeringsfdults, it is usually difficult for anyone

to find out about all of the possibilities.that might meet-hie needs.

A better information system could increase the use of present tesources

as well as help institutions identify unmet needs..

In addition, many adults are not7sure just what their learning

needseare or where they might best go to get help. A number of efiforq'

have been undertaken in recent rears to meet this need, including

the Syracuse Regional Learning Service initiated by former Regent/

Stephen Batley, 'the Adult Independent Learner Project, a nation

effort in which our State,Library System is heavily involved and

the'txterhal.Degreets volunteer counseling program;
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We examine the issues involved in providing information and

Counseling services adults in another paper. It served as the

basis for a small workshop convened by us,last week out
4it

of which

Came the following major observations and recomtendat ons:

There was strong affirmation of the need b dul(47mAd

by agencies serving adults for urrent,

information on all forms of educati

community services.

lable

ities

There was equally strong affirmation tha simply collecting

information was not enough. It has to be kept cu nt, it must__

be available in convenient locations, and there must be rained

individuals available to help people use the information. Th

is particularly true for those who are .91prt regular participants

in education.education. Institutions should be encouraged to make special

outreach efforts to such populations. Making such information

available, it was urged, would do more immediately to increase

the utilization of existing resources and increase piftisipation

than any other single step that:might betaken.

With modest funding, probably much of it currently available

in various jrograms, regional resource collection information

services could be supported. The information should be made

available in an inexpensive format large4 through existing,

agencies such as schools, BOCES, colleges and public libraries.

The group alsg noted the need for augmented counseling

services to help individuals who need more than information in

order to make decisions bout their own career and educational plans.
. ,

A
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However, it is not yet clear how these services can be provided

on the required scale at a cost that can,be supported. It was

urged that the experience of institutionally based projects

like the various adult counseling centers ia school districts,

BOCE \eommunity colleges and colleges be compared with such

"free-standing" community-based services as the Syracuse Regional

Learning Service and with services provided by ptiblic libraries.

The State should be prepared at some point to make an increased

investment in educational and career counseling services for

adults but it should do so can a basis that will insure that

quality services can be provided.

We shall be examining these and oiller suggestions chat came

from the workshop and, n collaboration with other units '- the

Department, develop specific proposals for action.

Integrally entwined'in every discussion of financing, information

and counseling such issues as eligibility, approval authority

and procedures, credentialing, quality control, consumer protection,

staff competencies, an coordination among all of the agencies involved.

Aathough we can just mention these issues here, each of them is

going to be of critical concern as opportunities for lifelong education

expand in number and variety. Each of them will require decisions

by the Board of Regents and some may require legislation. There

will
.

be recommendations for consideration from us and others

in the Department,

C._
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In our Interim Report we identifed two other areas that the

Commisstoner thought should be given attention. The first of these

is an area that we called "Adult Learning Goals'!. We have only

thus far been able to begin initial probes into this subject, but

already we have exposed a fascinating body of work on adult develop-

went that promises in the future to help greatly in understanding

how best to meet-the learning needs of adults. The implications for

rptirerent and the years immediately preceding it may have profound

. significance for the quality of life of that growing segment of our

population, as well as showing us how to tap a sadly neglected source

of human and economic potential.

Embeded in the concerd for adult learning goals is the issue

of the educational requirements fcr relicensing of professionals,

a Matter that is under-study by another Unit of the Department.

The linat-1<ue that we identified for attention is the "Role

of Media, Particularly Television" in the education of adults. Any

comprehensive examination of education for the future must take into

//
/ account the powerfulactual and potential influence of the media,

-
including both,public and commerical television. Just what the roles

of public educational authorities in this area should be and how.
1.4s:

they should exercise those roles are other matters on which we plan to

develop recommendations.
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III. What Next?

One remark in our Interim Report that strikes a responsive

chord in nearly all who comment on it, is our observation that

"what is not needed is just another study with yet another set

of recommendations; ..fiat is needed is a program for actibn." We

based this comment on our finding that there are available today

a half dozen or more studies, including those by the Carnegie

Commission and the Commission on Non-Traditional Studies, all of

which discuss more or less adequately needs, problems and possible

solutions. All end wieh very sensible lists of recommendations, which

if implemented, 1ould undoubtedly improve the quality and accessibility

of education for adults. We, therefore, have to ask whether yet

another Commission and another study report is needed, or has'the

time come'to decide which among all the proposals now on the table

should be implemented? The people in the field say with some

considerable degree of urgency that the time for action is here.

We believe hey are correct. The ne s are largely known,_ The

challenge sI to identify a few proposals for action that have a

reasonable chance of being implemented and which, if implemented

effectively, would lead to other desirable outcomes. The entitlement

concept is of this nature as are the recommendations o information

and counseling services.

We how_ plan to test these recommendations with a bro d spectrum

of individuals and organizations Concerned in varying ways :ith the

education of adults. Most immediately we will be doing pp. in May
.

at the annual conference of the New Y k AssoCiation for Cbntinuing

7

,'
II
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Education. In the Fall we are a series of re onal

meetings around the State to-get inputs f oiiiias ma ,people as possible.

Our purposes in. the:?e rxetiugvin be o gal.r ideas for strpvgthzcirg

tha,propqmals and to gq!.1 indip

or the opposition that be

-tions, of the

_xp.ected. We also expect to hear

support they might ha%,e

of concerns that we r.ly rot have addressed at mayalso call for

priority ttention at the State level.

We shall also continue to participate in the national exPloretion

of the entitle-Tent conc ept.
0

21..---

0 cf all of this we hope to coma upicIth recomTendation fo='

actions -

o Sore that might be undertaken by units of t

within 'the nuthcrity they no-,i hrv'e.

Department

o Some that might be undertaken .by the Department with'the

Regents' approval

o Some that might become part of the Regents' State legislative

program foi-1976 and beyond.

o Some that the Regents might support for action at the Federal level.

o Some that might be subvitted for support to Federal grant

programs or to foundations.

We also hope that our work'will be helpful to, the Regents, the -CommissiOner

-0 and thp Department in reacting to the recommendations of others. }}orv.

of one thing 1l can be certain, ours will be- neither the only or the

last proposals in this area.

A:41
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One activity that,can be undertaken immediately is the publIcizng

of the concept%of lifelong learning and the educational resources in

\ each community a .available-to support it. Such an effort

would have iMmedi to value for many unemployed persons who may not

be aware of all of the educational opportunities, many free or low

.

cost, that may be helpful to them in this time of stress.

We need to address our effort also to scho
.

d 'co/lege

teachers and admdnistrators, many of whom have not atcepted th

fact that adults have' a legitimate claim to their attention and resources.
arr

They atd all of us also need to hear from thd people who now work .

wiatri-ts----akout the excitment, the challenge and the rewards of

working With mature learners. OUr contact with these people .has

given. us confidence that we hav4 the foundation to cre in N^:i York

.state services in support of lifelong learning for all, the people
.

.of the State. We have an instrumentality unequaled in any other State -

the University of the State of New York. It is almost as though this

institution were created for the purpose of lifelong education. The

development of the External Degree is only the beginning of the

'reillizatiell of that vast potential that lies in the configuration

of ipstitutions and esources that is under the jurisdiction of the .4'
1.'"

Board of Regents. I ur hope that this study can contribute to

the realization of that pot9,t

w
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